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Abstraci
32nd Space Congress
HarVesting the NASA and OoD Investment for the Public Gpod

C.E. Daniher'. K.L Cureton
Rockwell lntematlonar Space Systems Division
Downey, ca!ifomia USA

Recent downsizing of the NASA and OoD budgets encourages businesses to
seek alternate markets lor aerospace technologies. Most companies fintl it
dlff1eult to convert the nation's investment in NASA and OoD technologies into
credible appflcations in the public sector. Rockwell (one of the successful leaders
in applying technologies Into commercial programs) has met this challenge, for
example, in applying advanced technologies to assist today's f1nrflghling
community in achieving ever-Increasing effectiveness despite their decline
budgets. This paper describes several e:tamples of technology conversion to fire
fighting applications, including expert systoms as decision-making.aids, GPS
locators to track equipment and personnel, and fire behavior visualization aids for
real-lime situation awareness and prediction. This paper also de.scribes
integration of technologies into a smoolhly functioning integrated system. One
example is a new personal command system worn by the fire lighler.
The first and most critical step towards defininQ credible technology applications Is
understanding of real customer needs, both obvious and latent The examples
provide a gUmp~e of how to succeed in this process•
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